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Abstract This study evaluates the quality of GPS radio

occultation (RO) atmospheric excess phase data derived

with single- and double-difference processing algorithms.

A spectral analysis of 1 s GPS clock estimates indicates

that a sampling interval of 1 s is necessary to adequately

remove the GPS clock error with single-difference pro-

cessing. One week (May 2–8, 2009) of COSMIC/FOR-

MOSAT-3 data are analyzed in a post-processed mode with

four different processing strategies: (1) double-differencing

with 1 s GPS ground data, (2) single-differencing with 30 s

GPS clock estimates (standard COSMIC Data Analysis and

Archival Center product), (3) single-differencing with 5 s

GPS clocks, and (4) single-differencing with 1 s GPS

clocks. Analyses of a common set of 5,596 RO profiles

show that the neutral atmospheric bending angles and

refractivities derived from single-difference processing

with 1 s GPS clocks are the highest quality. The random

noise of neutral atmospheric bending angles between 60

and 80 km heights is about 1.50e-6 rad for the single-

difference cases and 1.74e-6 rad for double-differencing.

An analysis of pairs of collocated soundings also shows

that bending angles derived from single-differencing with

1 s GPS clocks are more consistent than with the other

processing strategies. Additionally, the standard deviation

of the differences between RO and high-resolution Euro-

pean Center for Medium range Weather Forecasting (EC-

MWF) refractivity profiles at 30 km height is 0.60% for

single-differencing with 1 and 5 s GPS clocks, 0.68% for

single-differencing with 30 s clocks, and 0.66% for double-

differencing. A GPS clock-sampling interval of 1 s or less

is required for single- and zero-difference processing to

achieve the highest quality excess atmospheric phase data

for RO applications.

Keywords GPS radio occultation � Phase �
Single difference

Introduction

The six-satellite Constellation Observing System for Mete-

orology Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC)/Formosa

Satellite 3 (FORMOSAT-3) is a joint US/Taiwan mission

that was successfully launched into orbit at 1:40 UTC on

April 15, 2006. The primary instruments are Global Posi-

tioning System (GPS) radio occultation (RO) receivers. The

COSMIC Data Analysis and Archival Center (CDAAC) at

UCAR currently processes COSMIC RO data in near real

time. Ninety percent of profiles are delivered to operational

weather centers. CDAAC also reprocesses data in a more

accurate post-processed mode (within 6 weeks of observa-

tion) for COSMIC as well as other missions including GPS/

MET, CHAMP, SAC-C, and GRACE. The data processing

at CDAAC includes: GPS zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD)

and site coordinate estimation for the global reference net-

work, high-rate (30 s) GPS satellite clock estimation, LEO

precision orbit determination, computation of L1 and L2

atmospheric excess phases, and finally retrieval of neutral

atmospheric bending angles and refractivity for each LEO

occultation event (Kuo et al. 2004).

This paper describes the algorithms and evaluates the

ability of two data processing procedures to compute LEO

atmospheric excess phase data for occulting GPS satellites.

The paper focuses on methods or procedures to eliminate

the effect of oscillator or clock errors on the excess phases.

The two procedures are called double-differencing and
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single-differencing, and they differ in how the effect of the

GPS satellite oscillator fluctuations are removed from the

LEO phase data (Kursinski et al. 1997; Wickert et al. 2002;

Hajj et al. 2002; Beyerle et al. 2005). Figure 1 shows a

diagram that illustrates the data-differencing geometry.

The double-differencing procedure (Hajj et al. 2002;

Wickert et al. 2002; Schreiner et al. 1998) involves four

data links shown as blue in Fig. 1. Initially, the LEO carrier

phase data from the occulting GPS satellite are differenced

with simultaneously sampled data from the reference GPS

satellite. This differencing forms a single-(between satel-

lite) difference observable, shown in red in Fig. 1, that is

now free of the effect of the LEO receiver clock or oscil-

lator error. Then ground receiver data from the occulting

GPS satellite are differenced with data from the reference

GPS satellite to remove the effect of the ground receiver

oscillator error. Finally, the double-difference observable is

formed by differencing the LEO and ground single-dif-

ference observables to remove the occulting and reference

GPS satellite oscillator errors. However, a significant dis-

advantage of double-difference processing is its suscepti-

bility to ground data error sources including multipath,

residual atmospheric and ionospheric noise, data interpo-

lation, and thermal noise. For example, ground multipath

errors from distant reflectors can reach magnitudes of about

10 cm with periods as small as 10 s in extreme cases.

Ionospheric scintillations and small-scale neutral atmo-

spheric variations can also produce phase errors greater

than 1 mm over periods of a few seconds.

Single-difference processing only forms the LEO single-

difference observable and subsequently removes the effects

of GPS satellite clock variations from the LEO data by

applying solved-for GPS satellite clock estimates instead of

double-differencing with 1-s GPS ground data. Single-

differencing has a potential advantage over double-differ-

encing by minimizing the effects of ground data error

sources (discussed in the previous paragraph) during the

GPS clock estimation process. This noise reduction occurs

in the GPS clock estimation process, because many ground

stations view each GPS satellite at every epoch. All

uncorrelated noise is thus reduced by the square root of the

number of observations. Disadvantages of single-difference

processing are the extra requirements associated with data

management and the computation of the GPS clocks at a

high enough rates to capture all transmitter clock fluctua-

tions. Zero-difference (or un-difference) processing (data

link shown in green in Fig. 1) can potentially produce

lower noise excess phase data than single- and double-

differencing by applying prior estimated LEO and GPS

clocks, but it requires a LEO receiver with an ultra-stable

oscillator (Beyerle et al. 2005).

This study evaluates the quality of GPS RO atmospheric

excess phase data computed with the single- and double-

difference processing by analyzing COSMIC RO data. An

issue that must be addressed here is to determine the

sampling rate of the GPS solved-for clock estimates that

recovers the full spectrum of the GPS transmitter clock

fluctuations about its nominal frequency. If the clock

fluctuations are fully captured, then the single-difference

procedure should out-perform double-differencing due to

reduced noise. A previous single difference study used

5 min GPS clock estimates and showed no noticeable

improvement in the resulting refractivity profiles over

double differencing (Wickert et al. 2002). Another study

showed a slight improvement, about 1% reduction in

standard deviation (STD) of refractivity differences

Fig. 1 Diagram of GPS RO

observation geometry. Data

links used for double

differencing are shown in blue.

Links for single-differencing are

in red. Zero-differencing link

shown in green
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between CHAMP and ECMWF, by single-differencing

with 30 s GPS clocks, but that study did not examine a

common set of profiles (Schreiner et al. 2005).

The following section provides a description of precise

orbit determination (POD) and double and single-difference

excess phase processing. Section ‘‘Data analysis and results’’

presents data analysis methods and supporting results. The

first part of that section, a spectral analysis of 1 s GPS clock

estimates, provides evidence that a sampling interval of 1 s

or less is necessary to adequately sample the GPS clock

fluctuations. The remainder of the section presents results of

processing 1 week (May 2–8, 2009) of COSMIC data with

four different processing strategies: (1) SD-30 s; single-

differencing with 30 s GPS clock estimates (standard

CDAAC product), (2) SD-5 s; single-differencing with 5 s

GPS clocks, (3) SD-1 s; single-differencing with 1 s GPS

clocks, and (4) DD-1 s; double-differencing with 1 s GPS

ground data. Statistical analyses of a common set of 5,596

RO profiles are presented that include evaluations of bending

angle noise, refractivity comparisons with high-resolution

ECMWF model and radiosonde data. The last section of the

paper discusses the results and presents conclusions.

Determination of atmospheric excess phase

This section presents an overview of COSMIC atmospheric

excess phase processing at the CDAAC. Each COSMIC

spacecraft utilizes four GPS antennas (built by Haigh–Farr)

that produce the signals used to compute atmospheric

excess phase: two 1 9 4 microstrip patch high-gain limb

pointing antennas for 50 Hz occulting satellite tracking for

atmospheric profiling, and two single patch antennas

(canted at ?15 degree elevation) for 1 Hz POD (and ion-

ospheric profiling) and 50 Hz reference satellite tracking

for atmospheric profiling. The first step in atmospheric

excess phase processing uses tracking data from a single

patch antenna for LEO POD and is described in the next

subsection. The final step, described in the following sub-

sections, is the computation of 50 Hz excess phase data

using the single- and double-difference procedures.

LEO precise orbit determination

The purpose of the LEO POD process is to determine the

position and velocity of the center of mass of the satellite

as a function of coordinate time in an earth-centered

inertial (ECI) reference frame. The CDAAC uses Bernese

software (v5.0) to perform precise orbit determination of

the LEO satellites. Inputs to this process include the

COSMIC L1 and L2 pseudorange and carrier phase data,

precise GPS orbits and transmitter clock offsets from GPS

time, LEO attitude information, and earth orientation

information. Ionosphere-free phase observations are used

in a zero-difference reduced-dynamic filtering approach to

estimate the position, velocity, and clock of the LEO

(Svehla and Rothacher 2003). In this process, the L1 carrier

phase observable in units of meters between receiver r and

GPS satellite s is modeled as follows:

L1s
r trð Þ ¼ c � dtr trð Þ þ c � dtr;rel trð Þ þ qs

r trð Þ þ dqs
r;rel trð Þ

þ c � dts tr � ss
r

� �
þ c � dts

rel tr � ss
r

� �

þ dqs
r;ion trð Þ þ dqs

r;trop trð Þ þ k1 � Namb þ e ð1Þ

tr receive time, c speed of light in vacuum (m/s), dtr offset

between receiver time and proper time at receive time, dtr,rel

offset between proper time and coordinate time at the

receiver due to special and general relativity, qr
s geometric

range at receive time, dts offset between proper time and

satellite time at transmit time, dtrel
s offset between coordinate

time and proper time at satellite, dqr,rel
s gravitational delay

between receiver and satellite, sr
s light travel time in vacuum,

ss
r ¼ qs

r trð Þ
.

cþ dqs
r;rel trð Þ, dqr,ion

s ionospheric delay between

receiver and satellite, dqr,trop
s tropospheric delay between

receiver and satellite, k1 wavelength of L1 signal (m),

Namb phase ambiguity, e phase noise.

This equation neglects effects of system delays (which get

absorbed in the estimated ambiguity and receiver clock

parameters), multipath (which is presently still ignored),

antenna phase center offsets and variations (which are

modeled), and carrier phase wind-up (which is modeled).

The ionosphere-free phase observations are formed with

the traditional linear combination of phases, i.e. L3s
r trð Þ ¼

c1 � L1s
r trð Þ � c2 � L1s

r trð Þ where c1 ¼ f 2
1

�
f 2
1 � f 2

2

� �
; c2 ¼

f 2
2

�
f 2
1 � f 2

2

� �
; f1 ¼ 1:57542 GHz and f2 ¼ 1:2276 GHz: The

first step of the POD process is to solve for an a priori receiver

orbit and clock offset dtr þ dtr;rel with ionosphere-free

pseudorange measurements and adjust the data time-tags to

GPS time. The next step is to model the observations at every

epoch using Eq. 1. For LEO POD, the tropospheric delay

dqs
r;trop is neglected and the ionospheric delay dqs

r;ion is

removed with a linear combination of L1 and L2 measure-

ments. The geometric range and light travel time are com-

puted by solving the light time equation with knowledge of

the receiver and satellite orbits. The input precise GPS clock

offsets dts and satellite orbits are provided by the Interna-

tional GNSS Service (IGS) and applied as needed. The

periodic relativistic effect between the GPS satellite clock

and proper time (due to non-circular orbit) is dtrel
s and is

modeled using the following equation:

dts
rel ¼ �2

rs � vs

c2
ð2Þ

where rs and vs are the GPS satellite ECI position and

velocity vectors at signal transmit time (Ashby 2003). The

gravitational delay between the satellite and receiver dqs
r;rel

is modeled as
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dqs
r;rel ¼

2GME

c2
In

rs þ rr þ qs
r

rs þ rr � qs
r

� �
ð3Þ

where G is Newton’s gravitational constant, ME is the

earth’s mass, and rs and rr are the satellite and receiver

radial positions at signal transmit and receive times,

respectively (Ashby 2003). The first two terms of Eq. 1

dtr þ dtr;rel are estimated together in the estimation process

since they are common to all observations at an epoch.

The LEO POD is computed over a 27-h data arc using

30 s carrier phase observations from one POD antenna. The

state vector estimated in this processing consists of: six

osculating elements (position and velocity), nine radiation

pressure acceleration terms (one bias term and two 1 cycle-

per-orbit-revolution terms in radial, transverse, and normal

directions), pseudo-stochastic velocity pulses in radial,

transverse, and normal directions every 12 min, real valued

ambiguities for each tracking arc, and the precise LEO clock

offset at the 30 s epochs. Additional perturbing accelerations

modeled in the equations of motion include: the EIGEN1S

earth gravity model used up to degree/order 140 (Reigber

et al. 2001), third body tidal accelerations due to the sun and

moon, indirect tidal accelerations due to solid earth and

ocean tides, and general relativistic effects. The offset vec-

tors from the center-of-mass to the antenna reference point

(ARP) for each antenna and from the ARP to the L1 and L2

phase centers (estimated in an anechoic chamber before

launch) are provided at the CDAAC website (http://cosmic-io.

cosmic.ucar.edu/cdaac/doc/index.html).

The precision of COSMIC POD has been estimated

with external orbit overlap comparisons, i.e., by com-

paring orbits from different processing centers. Estimation

of orbit accuracy is not possible due to a lack of an

alternate measurement system such as a satellite laser

ranging retro-reflector. Table 1 presents average external

orbit overlap results for all six COSMIC satellites from

2006.216–218 in terms of radial, along-track, and cross-

track RMS differences between UCAR and three other

centers: NCTU (National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan,

Hwang, personal communication), GFZ (GeoForschungs-

Zentrum, Rapid Science Orbits, Michalak, personal

communication), and JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Kuang, personal communication). Hwang et al. (2008)

show similar velocity precision results of about 0.2 mm/s

for COSMIC POD precision. Since the 3-D RSS (square

root of the sum of the squares) velocity differences

between two orbits are about 0.24 mm/s, the 3-D RSS of

the UCAR orbit should be about 0.17 mm/s (0.24/sqrt(2))

if the orbit errors are uncorrelated. To approximately

estimate the magnitude of bending angle error due to

velocity error, it is sufficient to consider that the measured

Doppler frequency used to calculate the bending angle is

proportional to v � cos /ð Þ where v is the projection of

the LEO velocity onto the occultation plane and / is the

angle between that projection and the projection of the

ray vector (by neglecting motion of GPS). Then the error

d/, which is approximately equal to the error of the

bending angle, is related to LEO velocity error dv as

d/ ¼ dv=v= tan /ð Þ. For v * 7 km/s, dv * 0.17 mm/s

and / * 25 degrees, d/ is approximately 0.05 microrad.

Single difference processing

Single-difference processing is used to determine L1 and

L2 excess atmospheric phases as functions of coordinate

(GPS) time in an ECI TOD (true equator and equinox of

date) reference frame. Inputs to this process are: LEO and

GPS positions, velocities, and clock offsets as a function of

coordinate time, LEO attitude information, 50 Hz L1 and

L2 carrier phase measurements for the occulting GPS

satellite at irregular (required for open-loop tracking) time-

tags, 50 Hz L1 and L2 carrier phase measurements for the

reference GPS satellite at regular 20 ms time-tags, antenna

phase center information, and earth orientation informa-

tion. Outputs of this process include GPS time of occulting

observation, L1 excess atmospheric phase from LEO L1

phase center to GPS L1 phase center, L2 excess atmo-

spheric phase, position and velocity of LEO at time of

signal reception, and position and velocity of GPS at time

of signal transmission.

Neglecting ambiguities and thermal noise, the observed

L1 carrier phase for receiver a and occulting GPS satellite

b as shown in Fig. 1 is modeled as follows:

L1b
a trð Þ ¼ c � dta trð Þ þ c � dta;rel trð Þ þ qb

a trð Þ
þ c � dtb t

r
� sb

a

� �
þ c � dtb

rel t
r
� sb

a

� �
þ dqb

a; rel trð Þ
þ dqb

a;ion trð Þ þ dqb
a;trop trð Þ ð4Þ

Table 1 Orbit comparison between UCAR and NCTU, GFZ, and JPL for all six COSMIC satellites from 2006.216–218

Radial Along-Track Cross-Track 3-D RSS

POS (cm) VEL (mm/s) POS (cm) VEL (mm/s) POS (cm) VEL (mm/s) POS (cm) VEL (mm/s)

UCAR–NCTU 8.8 0.13 10.5 0.14 10.5 0.18 17.3 0.26

UCAR–GFZ 9.8 0.15 14.7 0.13 15.0 0.12 23.2 0.23

UCAR–JPL 8.2 0.11 13.1 0.13 9.8 0.13 18.3 0.22
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where tr is the receiver time-tag in GPS time that has been

converted from the receiver clock time-tags by applying the

precise LEO clock offsets computed in the POD process.

The last two terms in Eq. 4, dqa,ion
b (tr) and dqa,trop

b (tr), are

the desired L1 excess atmospheric phase. The remaining

terms on the right hand side of Eq. 4 are removed by either

differencing or modeling with reference link observations.

The light travel time (between L1 antenna phase centers for

a and b) in vacuum sa
b is computed by solving the light time

equation with LEO and GPS orbits as input. Then the

periodic relativistic effect of the GPS satellite clock

dtrel
b (tr - sa

b) is modeled at transmit time using Eq. 2 and the

gravitational delay dqa,rel
b (tr) by Eq. 3.

The next step is to eliminate the effects of the receiver

clock c � dta trð Þ þ dta;rel trð Þ
� �

by single-differencing Eq. 4

with ionosphere-free (L3) observations from the reference

link L3a
c(tr), i.e., L1a

b(tr)–L3a
c(tr). Before this can be done,

however, the reference link data given on regular 20 ms

time tags is spline interpolated to the irregular occulting

link time tags. At CDAAC, a modified ionospheric cor-

rection L3a
c(tr) is formed as

L3c
a trð Þ ¼ L1c

a trð Þ þ c2 L1c
a trð Þ � L2c

a trð Þ
� �

ð5Þ

where hi denotes smoothing with a 2 s window to reduce

L2 noise as first suggested in Rocken et al. (1997) for

occulting link data and later applied by Beyerle et al.

(2005) to reference link data. This 2 s window was chosen

ad hoc and does not optimally minimize both the L2

noise and small-scale ionospheric residuals as done in

Sokolovskiy et al. (2008) for occulting link data. Finally,

after modeling and removing clock and geometric

effects from the reference link data, only the L1 excess

atmospheric phase as a function of GPS time remains in the

single-difference observations:

L1b
a trð Þ � L3c

a trð Þ ¼ dqb
a;ion trð Þ þ dqb

a;trop trð Þ ð6Þ

The L2 excess atmospheric phase is determined similarly

to the L1 except the ionosphere-free observations from the

reference link L3a
c(tr) are formed using the L2 observations

as follows

L3c
a trð Þ ¼ L2c

a trð Þ þ c1 L1c
a trð Þ � L2c

a trð Þ
� �

ð7Þ

Equation 5 has less L2 noise than Eq. 7 and should be

used for L3a
c(tr), however, Eq. 7 is currently used because of

software heritage related to CHAMP data processing. The

CHAMP receiver has a clock distribution problem (Beyerle

et al. 2005), which results in: (1) the existence of 1 s spikes in

the oscillator frequency and (2) the distribution of these

spikes inconsistently to the L1 and L2 channels. The use of

Eq. 7 for L3a
c(tr) minimizes the impact of this problem. The

COSMIC receiver does not have clock distribution problems

and future versions of this software will use Eq. 5 for L3a
c(tr).

Double difference processing

Double-difference processing can also be used to deter-

mine L1 and L2 excess atmospheric phase. Inputs to this

process are similar to single-difference processing, but also

include: 1 s GPS ground data (that includes the occulting b

and reference c satellites) and receiver clock offsets, ZTD

information above the ground site and GPS site coordinates

and antenna phase center information. The first step of this

processing is to interpolate the ground receiver data from

receiver clock time-tags to GPS time-tags by utilizing the

clock offset information. Then these data are spline inter-

polated to the LEO occulting GPS link time-tags. After

removing modeled quantities except the GPS clock offsets,

the ground ionosphere-free single difference observation

equation for station d becomes

L3b
d trð Þ � L3c

d trð Þ ¼ �c � dtb
d tr � sb

d

� �
þ c � dtc

d tr � sc
d

� �

ð8Þ

The ground based ionosphere-free phase observations

are formed with the traditional linear combination of phase,

i.e. L3d trð Þ ¼ c1 � L1d trð Þ � c2 � L2d trð Þ. If the GPS

satellite oscillator offsets are not removed with prior

estimated GPS clock offsets, then the LEO single-

difference Eq. 6 becomes

L1b
a trð Þ � L3c

a trð Þ ¼ dqb
a;ion trð Þ þ dqb

a;trop trð Þ
� c � dtb tr � sb

a

� �
þ c � dtc tr � sc

a

� �
ð9Þ

Forming the double-difference equation, i.e., the difference

of the LEO (a) and ground (d) single-difference

observations gives

L1b
a trð Þ � L3c

a trð Þ � L3b
d trð Þ � L3c

d trð Þ
� �

¼ dqb
a;ion trð Þ þ dqb

a;trop trð Þ � c � dtb tr � sb
a

� ��

�dtb tr � sb
d

� ��
þ c � dtc tr � sc

a

� �
� dtc tr � sc

d

� �� �
ð10Þ

The last two terms on the right hand side of the equation

are the incomplete cancellation of the GPS satellite clocks

due to different light times between the LEO and ground

observations. The differential light time between the LEO

and ground observations can be about 0.02 s. The

incomplete cancellations of the GPS clocks are negligible

currently, but should be considered when Selective

Availability (SA) frequency dithering was active (Hajj

et al. 2002).

Data analysis and results

The goal of this paper is to determine which excess phase

processing approach (SD-30 s, SD-5 s, SD-1 s, DD-1 s)

yields the highest quality excess phase data. In an effort to
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determine the GPS clock sampling rate for single-differ-

encing that sufficiently captures the clock fluctuations, a

spectral analysis of high-rate 1 s GPS clock offset esti-

mates is performed in the first section below. Then, four

statistical analyses are conducted to assess the quality of

the different excess phase processing strategies. Each of

these analyses investigates a common set of RO profiles

and should shows a reduction in noise level of retrieved

atmospheric parameters when higher quality excess phase

data are used. The first analysis examines neutral atmo-

spheric ionosphere-free bending angle noise between 60

and 80 km heights. The second analysis compares collo-

cated RO profiles of ionosphere-free bending angle that

occur within 2 h and 300 km of each other. The third

analysis compares RO profiles of refractivity to ECMWF

model refractivity and examines the differences at high

([30 km) altitudes. Finally, the fourth analysis compares

RO profiles of refractivity to radiosonde refractivity and

examines the STD of the differences up to 30 km altitude.

Post-processed COSMIC setting occultation data from

1 week 2008.122–128 (May 2–8, 2008) are used for this

study. All RO data used in this study were subjected to the

same quality control procedures.

Power spectrum estimation of GPS satellite clocks

This section analyzes the spectral content of GPS satellite

clock offset estimates. This analysis is useful to better

understand the sampling requirements necessary to accu-

rately model GPS satellite clock offsets. The current GPS

constellation consists mostly of Block IIA and Block IIR

satellites that have different implementations (and thus noise

characteristics) of Rubidium and Cesium oscillators. Senior

et al. (2008) analyzed GPS frequency stability with 30 s GPS

clock offset estimates. The spectral content available from

their study was limited to frequencies less than Nyquist

frequency 1/(2 9 30) Hz, but they showed frequency sta-

bilities Df/f of approximately 2e-12 for 30 s averaging

times. This level of instability can cause clock fluctuations of

approximately 2 cm in 30 s. With regard to short-term sta-

bility of the GPS satellite clocks, Bartholomew (1980) pre-

sents pre-flight and post-flight performance for GPS Block I

Rubidium and Cesium clocks that shows frequency stabili-

ties Df/f of approximately 1e-11 for 1 s averaging times. This

level of frequency instability can lead to clock fluctuations of

up to 3 mm in 1 s, which is significant for RO applications

that are sensitive to phase rate errors of 0.1 mm/s.

In order to investigate the spectrum of the GPS satellite

clock offsets at higher frequencies, CDAAC software

estimated 1 s GPS clock offsets from about a 100 station

global ground network that tracked at a 1 s sampling rate.

The Bernese program CLKEST was used to estimate the

GPS and ground clock offsets at a 1 s rate (Bock et al.

2000, Dach et al. 2007). Previously estimated GPS orbits,

earth orientation information, ground site coordinates, and

zenith troposphere delay parameters are held fixed and the

clocks are solved relative to a ground-based H-maser to

provide a stable time scale for the solution.

Figure 2 shows 1, 5, and 30 s GPS clock offset differences

for two Block IIA satellites. The 5 s clock estimates are

provided by the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe,

CODE (see http://ftp.unibe.ch). The 30 s clocks are the Final

combined estimates provided by the IGS. Figure 2 shows

3 min of clock differences for PRNs 3 and 4 on May 2, 2008

(2008.122). Clock differences are plotted for comparison

purposes, because each clock product is referenced to a

different clock or clock combination. This close-up shows

good general agreement between the different rate clocks,

but also shows higher frequency clock variations of[1 mm/s

present in the 1 s estimates that are not captured by the higher

5 and 30 s sampling intervals. These higher frequency

variations are due to a combination of actual GPS clock

offsets and errors associated with the clock estimation pro-

cess such as multipath, residual ionospheric and atmospheric

errors, and measurement noise. The clock fluctuations shown

in Fig. 2 are similar in magnitude to the frequency instability

errors discussed in the beginning of this section, and there-

fore, provide some confidence that the fluctuations are

dominated by clock offset variations.

An FFT spectral analysis of the difference of 1 s clock

estimates was used to compute a measure of the signal

energy as a function of frequency. Figure 3 shows the one-

sided power spectral density (PSD) of the clock difference

versus frequency for PRNs 3 and 4 for 65,536 seconds on

2008.122. The Nyquist frequencies that can be observed

with 1 s, 5 s, and 30 s samplings are 0.5, 0.1, and

0.017 Hz, respectively. Figure 3 shows substantial increase

of the PSD at frequencies less than about 0.3 Hz, therefore

clock estimates at higher frequencies, e.g. 1 Hz, are

required to capture the main spectral content of the clock

offsets. At frequencies higher than 0.3 Hz, the spectrum

becomes rather flat, suggesting that it is affected by higher

frequency components of the clock signal aliased into 1 Hz

band. Then further increase of the sampling frequency shall

allow slow increase of the accuracy of clock estimates, as a

factor of square root of that increase. Spectral analyses for

other Block IIA satellites (not shown) were performed and

they showed similar structure to PRNs 3 and 4. Block IIR

clock differences (not shown) result in slightly less high

frequency PSD than the Block IIA differences.

Bending angle differences between 60 and 80 km

heights

This section examines neutral atmospheric bending angle

noise between 60 and 80 km heights. Excess L1 and L2
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atmospheric phases and transmitter and receiver positions

and velocities are inputs to the GPS RO retrieval process

that computes neutral atmospheric (ionosphere-free)

bending angles and subsequently refractivity. Details of

this retrieval process conducted at the CDAAC are

described in Kuo et al. (2004). Initially, L1 and L2 bending

angle profiles are computed and then are linearly combined

at common impact parameters to produce an ionosphere-

free bending angle profile versus impact parameter

(Vorob’ev and Krasilnikova 1994). During the retrieval

process, this observational bending angle profile is differ-

enced with a climatological bending angle profile (i.e. RO

bending minus climate bending). The mean (SMEAN) and

standard deviation (STDV) of these bending angle differ-

ences are computed between 60 and 80 km altitude (where

neutral atmospheric bending is negligible) and are used to

estimate errors (that are reasonably assumed to be valid at

other heights) for quality control purposes. STDV provides

a good estimate of the random bending angle noise for a

given profile and is a function of the time derivative of

excess phase measurement noise, high-frequency trans-

mitter/receiver clock errors, and small-scale ionospheric

residual errors. SMEAN is a function of systematic errors

due to transmitter/receiver velocity and clock mismodel-

ing, large-scale ionospheric residual errors, and bending

angle climatology. Both SMEAN and STDV also depend

on the data smoothing (filtering). SMEAN can be a good

indicator of large bending angle bias errors, but since it is

measured relative to bending angle climatology, small

magnitudes do not necessarily equate to more accurate

profiles. However, a smaller standard deviation for

SMEAN for one case compared to another does correspond

to both smaller systematic clock errors and smaller STDV

errors.

Table 2 shows STDV and SMEAN statistics for the

different processing cases presented in this study. The

statistics are computed for a common set of 5,596 profiles

that are present in each of the four cases. For the STDV

statistics, the mean for the SD cases are of similar mag-

nitude, about 1.50e-6 rad, and the mean for the DD case is

1.74e-6 rad. The STDs of STDV for the SD cases are also

smaller than for the DD case. The standard error (i.e.

standard deviation of the mean) of STDV for the cases is

about 3e-8 rad, therefore, the improved STDV noise levels

for the SD cases over the DD case are statistically signif-

icant. For the SMEAN statistics, the mean values for all

cases are approximately -1.0e-7 rad. The STDs of

SMEAN for the SD-1 s and SD-5 s cases are smaller than

for the SD-30 s and DD-1 s cases, which indicates a

smaller level of systematic clock mismodeling. These

results provide evidence that the SD-1 s and SD-5 s pro-

cessing strategies have reduced noise compared to the

SD-30 s and DD-1 s cases.

Collocated bending angle profile differences between

30 and 60 km

In an effort to better quantify the noise produced by the

different excess phase processing strategies, this section

examines a common set of differences of collocated neutral

atmospheric bending angle profiles between 30 and 60 km

impact heights for each strategy. The STD of the differ-

ences should get smaller for improved excess phase pro-

cessing strategies. Figure 4 shows the STD of the bending

angle differences for the common 446 pairs of collocated

Fig. 2 Plot of 1 s (CDAAC), 5 s (CODE), and 30 s (IGS) GPS clock

estimate differences (PRN3-PRN4) for 3 minutes on May 2, 2008.

The 1 s estimates show high frequency fluctuations not captured by

the 5 s and 30 s data

Fig. 3 PSD versus frequency of 1 s GPS clock estimate differences

(PRN3-PRN4) for about 64,000 s on May 2, 2008
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occultation from May 2–8, 2008 that occur within 300 km

and 2 h of each other and do not track the same GPS

satellite. This figure illustrates that bending angles com-

puted between 30 and 60 km heights with the SD-1 s

strategy are most consistent, while those computed with the

DD-1 s strategy are least consistent. The magnitudes of the

bending angle noise in Fig. 4 are similar to those presented

in Table 2.

Refractivity comparisons with ECMWF

This section statistically compares GPS RO refractivity

profiles to high-resolution ECMWF analyses evaluated at

the RO time and location. The first step in the GPS RO

refractivity process as described in Kuo et al. (2004) is

to perform a statistical optimization of bending angles

(Sokolovskiy and Hunt 1996). This step suppresses neutral

atmospheric bending angle noise at high altitudes by

optimally combining the observed bending angle profile

with one from climatology. The weighting functions

depend on the observational (STDV and SMEAN above)

and background errors estimated individually for each

occultation (Lohmann 2005). The Abel inversion is applied

for the optimized bending angle to retrieve refractivity

(Sokolovskiy et al. 2005).

The statistics are computed for the common set of 5,596

profiles that are present in each of the four cases. The

ECMWF analyses (i.e. 91 hybrid level thinned Gaussian

N400 grid ECMWF global operational model) have been

interpolated in time and space to the RO latitude, longi-

tude, tangent point height, and time. Figure 5 shows the

statistical comparisons of RO to ECMWF refractivity

versus altitude for the SD and DD processing cases. The

mean differences are shown with solid lines and the STDs

of the differences are shown with dashed lines. The stan-

dard deviation of the differences between RO and ECMWF

refractivity profiles at 30 km height is 0.60% for SD-1 s

and SD-5 s, 0.68% for SD-30 s, and 0.66% for DD-1 s.

The STDs for both the SD-1 s and SD-5 s cases are

improved over the DD-1 s case by approximately 10% at

30 km altitude and about 15% at 40 km. The STD for the

SD-30 s case performs the worst. Since the ECMWF

model assimilated COSMIC SD-30 s bending angles in

May 2008, a reduction in the STD of the RO - ECMWF

differences provides a certain validation for the other

excess phase processing strategies. The difference of the

mean differences is related to different weighting of cli-

matology (due to different magnitudes of bending angle

noise) in inversion of bending angles, and, thus may not be

used to characterize the quality of the processing strategies.

Refractivity comparisons with Radiosonde data

This section statistically compares collocated COSMIC RO

refractivity profiles to NOAA/FSL radiosonde (http://raob.

fsl.noaa.gov) refractivity profiles. This RO and radiosonde

comparison is useful, because the data sets are completely

independent. The radiosonde refractivity versus height

profile was computed from pressure, temperature, and

water vapor information using the Smith–Weintraub

equation (Smith and Weintraub 1953). In order to obtain as

large a statistical sample as possible, a collocated match is

considered if the RO profile and radiosonde profile occur

within 400 km and 6 h of each other. A common set of

1602 collocated RO and radiosonde profiles was found.

Figure 6 shows the STD of the differences of RO and

Table 2 Mean and STD of random (STDV) and systematic (SMEAN) bending angle noise between 60 and 80 km heights for 5,596 common

profiles from May 2–8, 2008

Strategy # Mean of STDV (rad) STD of STDV (rad) Mean of SMEAN (rad) STD of SMEAN (rad)

1 (SD-30 s) 1.52e-6 2.22e-6 -0.10e-6 1.17e-6

2 (SD-5 s) 1.50e-6 2.23e-6 -0.12e-6 1.07e-6

3 (SD-1 s) 1.47e-6 2.23e-6 -0.12e-6 1.07e-6

4 (DD-1 s) 1.72e-6 2.27e-6 -0.11e-6 1.13e-6

Fig. 4 Standard deviations of bending angle differences for 446 pairs

of collocated profiles from May 2–8, 2008 for the different excess

phase processing strategies. The collocated profiles occurred within

2 h and 300 km of each other
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radiosonde refractivities versus altitude for the SD and DD

processing cases. The mean differences for the four cases

are similar and are not shown for visibility purposes. At

30 km altitude (723 matches) the SD-1 s and SD-5 s cases

perform the best and overlay one another on the plot,

followed by the DD-1 s and SD-30 s cases. The improve-

ments shown in Fig. 6 provide further validation of the

SD-1 s and SD-5 s processing strategies.

Discussion and conclusions

The main goal of this study was to determine the optimum

COSMIC RO data processing approach to obtain excess

phases, i.e. single- or double-differencing. Since the COS-

MIC GPS receiver oscillators are of relatively poor quality,

single-differencing the LEO occulting link data with LEO

reference link data is required to remove the effect of the

LEO oscillator. The effect of the occulting and reference

GPS satellite oscillators can be removed by either applying

previously solved-for clock offsets of a certain sampling

interval (single-differencing) or differencing single-differ-

ence LEO and ground observables. The application of

solved-for clocks via single-differencing should provide

higher quality (less noise) excess phase data than double-

differencing as long as the clock estimates sufficiently

sample the GPS clock offsets. The first part of this study

performed a spectral analysis of 1 s GPS clock estimates that

indicated a sampling interval of 1 s or less is necessary to

completely remove the GPS clock fluctuations in single-

difference processing. The remainder of the study, focused

on experimental validation of one double- (DD-1 s) and

three single-difference (SD-30 s, SD-5 s, and SD-1 s) pro-

cessing approaches, showed that excess atmospheric phase

data derived from single-differencing with 1 s GPS clocks

are the highest quality.

A set of 5,596 COSMIC RO profiles (from May 2–8,

2008) common to all four processing strategies were sta-

tistically analyzed in this study. The random noise of

neutral atmospheric bending angles between 60 and 80 km

heights, i.e. STDV, is about 1.50e-6 rad for the single-

difference cases and 1.74e-6 rad for double-differencing.

These COSMIC noise estimates are approximately one half

in magnitude (about 2.9e-6 rad) compared to CHAMP for

the same date range, which is primarily due to the higher

gain of the COSMIC antennas. The average bending angle

biases between 60 and 80 km heights (relative to climate)

for all four strategies were statistically similar at the

-1e-7 rad RMS level, which indicates negligible sys-

tematic differences between the processing approaches.

The smaller STD of the SMEANs for the SD-1 s and

SD-5 s cases (both at 1.07e-6 rad) than for the SD-30 s

(1.17e-6 rad) case is most likely due to better GPS clock

modeling. The impact of the COSMIC POD velocity error

on the STD of SMEAN is negligible at the 5e-8 rad level.

An additional analysis of 446 pairs of collocated soundings

(within 2 h and 300 km) also shows that bending angles

derived from the SD-1 s case are more consistent than

those from the other cases.

Further analyses with independent correlative data also

verified the high quality of the SD-1 s processing approach.

The STD of the differences between RO and ECMWF

refractivity profiles for both the SD-1 s and SD-5 s cases

are improved over the DD-1 s case by approximately 10%

Fig. 5 Statistical comparison of RO to ECMWF for 5,596 profiles

from May 2–8, 2008 for the different excess phase processing

strategies. Solid lines show mean differences and dotted lines shows

the standard deviation of the differences

Fig. 6 Statistical comparison of RO to Radiosonde for 1,602 profiles

(723 at 30 km alt) from May 2–8, 2008 for the different excess phase

processing strategies
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at 30 km altitude and about 15% at 40 km. Additional

comparisons of RO refractivity to radiosonde data were

also best for the SD-1 s and SD-5 s cases. The RO-EC-

MWF comparison for the SD-30 s case, i.e. standard

CDAAC processing, performed worse than the other cases

due to inadequate GPS clock modeling with 30 s data.

This study provides evidence that a GPS clock offset

sampling interval of 1 s or less is required for double-,

single- and zero-difference processing to achieve the

highest quality excess atmospheric phase data for RO

applications. Sampling intervals of less than 1 s could

potentially lead to higher quality excess phase data, but this

improvement is likely to be small due to the very slight

improvement of the SD-1 s results over the SD-5 s results

shown in this study (also, see discussion of Fig. 3). Since

current global GPS networks track at intervals equal to or

greater than 1 s, it is presently not possible to evaluate the

potential of using GPS clock estimates with intervals less

than 1 s for single-difference RO processing. If GPS

tracking data with sampling intervals less than 1 s become

available in the future, their impact on RO excess phase

processing should be evaluated.
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